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Built on and from an ancient lava flow, this Mogollon pueblo—inhabited from about 1100
to 1400— incorporates features familiar from the Anasazi culture to its north. It is claimed
in both Zuni and Hopi oral histories.
The photograph above, taken by Arb in 2007, shows two open rooms that were backfilled
when we visited in 2013 but everything else is still there: the Little Colorado River in the
distance, the 120-room pueblo, the great kiva (far right), the large stone-walled oval
structure that may have functioned as an astronomical observatory.

Solar Observatory

Great Kiva

Two petroglyphs that may have been solstice markers.

Kinishba Ruins

Byron Cummings, who excavated, rebuilt, and promoted this ruin from 1931-1940, coined the
name “Kinishba” from an Apache word meaning “brown house.” Located on the White
Mountain Apache Tribe’s Fort Apache Reservation in east-central Arizona, most of Kinishba
that is visible to visitors today is a ruin twice over. The fallen timbers in the pictures below
were put in place by Cummings, his students in field schools during the 1930s, and members
of the Apache tribe he recruited to help out.

Kinishba was occupied for about 150 years in the 13th and 14th centuries by peoples of the
Mogollon and Ancestral Puebloan (Anasazi) cultures. At its apex it consisted of some 600
rooms with as many as 1000 inhabitants. Both the Hopi and Zuni people believe their
ancestors built Kinishba. Though oral tradition suggests that Apaches lived around Kinishba
from very ancient times, there is no archaeological evidence of their presence until after the
original pueblo fell into ruin.
Until his death in 1954, Cummings, who
was Dean of the Department of Archaeology at the University of Arizona, dreamed
that Kinishba would become a National
Monument—but it was not to be.

!The museum he built next to the pueblo

opened in 1941 and operated until 1952.
The collections were transferred to the
Arizona State Museum at the University of
Arizona and the museum itself became the
home for caretakers until, in 1994, a fire
completed the destruction that time had
already begun.

!The photograph at left shows the present
state of the museum’s interior.
!

TRADING POSTS
IN THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST
Commercial transactions between Europeans and the native peoples of North America
began from the moment Spanish, French, English, and other European nationalists set
foot in the Indian’s territory. French fur traders ventured far into the northwest of the
continent. Spanish armies, invading from the south, brought with them missionaries
who traded in souls but also in goods. And the English and Dutch, establishing
colonies in the east, had weapons, clothing, and utensils coveted by the tribes.
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Among all those, the Indian Traders of the Southwest, who lived with Navajos, Zunis,
Hopis, and Utes, became a special “breed.” They began as itinerant merchants, trading
(literally—there was very little currency) from the back of wagons and from tents. But
after the Navajos were allowed to return from Bosque Redondo (see “Long Walk of the
Navajo”) in 1868 and the Navajo and other tribes were allotted “reservations,” the
Bureau of Indian Affairs issued permits to non-Indians allowing them to establish
permanent Trading Posts on the reservations.
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From the late 1860s past the middle of the 20th century, trading posts sprung up over
the remote Indian reservations, usually about one day’s horseback ride from the
communities of their principal clients. Though with few exceptions the traders were
not allowed to become tribal members, they did take local spouses, extended credit
liberally, assisted in family crises—in other words became genuine parts of the
communities where they lived and traded.
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For a variety of reasons, the trading post system faded out by the middle of the 20th
century, not least because of improved roads and the growing prevalence of pickup
trucks that allowed Indians easily to travel to major towns, such as Gallup, NM, and
Flagstaff, AZ.
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Most of the trading posts have vanished into foundation stones, if that, or have
transformed into ubiquitous convenience stores along the interstates. But some still
exist and carry on the tradition. We visited a few of them
on a tour sponsored by the Amerind Foundation and
conducted by Carolyn O’Bagy Davis, a prolific author
who introduced us to some of the still active Indian
Traders.
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Trading Posts at Gallup, NM
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Shush Yaz

Trading Posts on the Navajo Reservation
R B Burnham Trading Post, Sanders, AZ

Van Trading Company, Tuba City, AZ

Cameron Trading Post, Cameron, AZ

Tsakurshovi Trading Post on Second Mesa
Janet and Joseph Day started the Tsakurshovi Trading Post in 1988. Their “Don’t
Worry—Be Hopi” t-shirts have been bought, and worn, by travelers near and far.
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Canyon de Chelly, Chinle, Arizona

Winslow, Arizona
The Winslow branch
of Lorenzo Hubbell’s
extensive trading
empire in Arizona.
The building now is a
museum and visitors
center.
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Employees were
encouraged to sign
their dated names on
the graffiti wall.
Earliest 1920; latest
1967.

Flagstaff, Arizona
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